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Abstract In the last decade, the importance of analyzing information management
systems logs has grown, because log data constitute a relevant aspect in evaluating the
quality of such systems. A review of 10 years of research on log analysis is presented
in this paper. About 50 papers and posters from five major conferences and about 30
related journal papers have been selected to trace the history of the state-of-the-art in
this field. The paper presents an overview of two main themes: Web search engine
log analysis and Digital Library System log analysis. The problem of the analysis of
different sources of log data and the distribution of data are investigated.
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1 Introduction

The interaction between the user and an information access system can be analyzed
and studied to gather user preferences and to “learn" what the user likes the most.
This information can then be used to personalize the presentation of results. User
preferences can be learned either explicitly, for example by asking the user to fill-in
questionnaires, or implicitly, by studying the actions of the user which are recorded
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in the search log of a system. The second choice is certainly less intrusive, but it does
require more effort to reconstruct each search session a user has made in order to learn
his preferences.

Log is a concept commonly used in computer science; in fact, log data are collected
by programs to make a permanent record of events during their usage. Log data can
be used to study the usage of a specific application, and to better adapt it to the objec-
tives the users were expecting to reach. The analysis of transaction logs for studying
automatic information access systems has a long history, much longer than the World
Wide Web as we know it today.

An important example of log analysis can be traced back to the beginning of the
1980s (Tolle 1983). From 1981 to 1983, the office of the Online Computer Library
Center (OCLC) conducted a research study into online public access catalogs (OPACs)
to study the use at that time of online catalogs by means of transaction log analysis and
focus group interviews. Those analyses were carried out to determine to what extent
current system features were used. The assumptions they made are still valid today:
the design of the system can be compared with actual, recorded system usage. This
comparison is essential if we are to improve, redesign and create better systems.

At that time logs were recorded on tapes, and transaction log tapes were different
for each OPAC system. Therefore, breaking down, reformatting, parsing of transaction
logs into user sessions and developing state codes was a major part of the analysis.
Considerable effort was dedicated to the development of the methodology for the
transaction log analysis (analysis still to be done at that time). The methodology pro-
posed consisted of studying the probability of transitions from state to state (basically
actions) starting from a zero order analysis, which consisted of only the frequency
of occurrences of individual states considered independent, and then moving on to
a higher order analysis to study the probability of going from an initial state to the
destination state.

One particularly important message the authors expressed in the paper was the
following:

One method to ease the level of effort in the future would be to clearly define
the requirements in the production of data log tapes before the system is put into
operation.

This advice reminds us that log analysis requires clean and well-defined log records,
in the sense that the structure has to be as simple as possible to make the work of
the analyst easier and at the same time complex enough to capture all the possible
aspects of the system under study. This means that the effective work on log analysis
can start only when the transaction log data have been collected and prepared for the
analysis. The collection and preparation activities that need to be conducted have been
analysed and reported in Agosti and Di Nunzio (2007), where a general methodology
for gathering and mining information from Web log files was proposed, together with
a series of tools to retrieve, store and analyze the data extracted from log files. A review
of the general work to be done for the collection, preparation and analysis to conduct
Web search transaction log analysis was previously presented by Jansen (2006), where
the reader was informed about the different aspects that need to be faced to be in the
condition to start an effective analysis of the data.
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In this paper, we build on the experience acquired in the collection and preparation
of log data and concentrate on the work that can be conducted if the collections of log
data have been prepared. We present an overview of the research on log analysis carried
out over the past 10 years and identify two main different lines: Web search engines log
analysis and Digital Library Systems log analysis. The work of this overview started
by collecting papers and posters about log analysis from five major conferences:
the International Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval
(SIGIR), the European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR), the International
World Wide Web Conference (WWW), the ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital
Libraries (JCDL), the European Conference on Digital Libraries (ECDL). We found
about 50 papers and posters which could be easily classified as log studies (they all
contain at least the word “log” in the title). In addition, for each author of these papers
we looked for related published journal papers. At the end, we added about 30 more
journal papers.

We decided to organise the presentation of our findings along the two themes of Web
search engines (WSE) and Digital Library Systems (DLS), mainly for the following
reasons:

– Both WSE and DLS can be used as information access systems accessible through
the Web; however, the collections of documents the user can access are drastically
different. In fact WSE retrieve documents that are in general Web pages, while
DLS retrieve documents that have been chosen after a quality control performed
by professionals.

– The quality of documents influences the quality of logs. This aspect has not been
adequately taken into account in previous studies, especially in relation to data
mining and knowledge discovery aspects. We believe that log analysis will benefit
by making this difference explicit.

From the justified choice of addressing the log analysis study along the two main
themes of Web search engine and Digital Library System log analysis it derives that
the review of the papers of the last decade is divided into Sect. 2 and Sect. 3. Section 4
presents the problem of verifiability and repeatability of log analysis experiments and
the problem of log collection distribution. In Sect. 5, we analyze the possible trends
in future log analysis research. Lastly in Sect. 6 we give our final remarks.

2 Web search engine log analysis

Web Search Engines (WSE) deal with the representation, storage, organization of and
access to information items which are essentially Web pages. Users seeking some
information should be provided with an easy way to represent and access the infor-
mation they need (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999). However, characterizing the
user information need is no simple task, and this problem can roughly be divided into
three aspects: how users make their requests to the search engine, how users interact
with the search engine and how the search engine organizes the results.

In the following we will focus on each of the three aspects. In particular in Sect. 2.1
we present the problem of how to help users with the formulation of their information
needs; in Sect. 2.2, we discuss the issue of how to interpret user interaction with the
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search engine; Section 2.3 reviews the approaches of how to organize the results of a
search engine.

2.1 Query suggestion, expansion, and classification

The transformation of the user’s information need into a query is a challenging activity,
particularly when the users need is vague, when there is a lack of knowledge about
the collection and when the retrieval environment is unfamiliar. The vagueness of the
information need is usually reflected in the very limited number of words that users
write to express their needs. Web users typically submit very short queries to search
engines, with the average length of Web queries being less than three words1 (Levene
2010). Short queries usually lack sufficient words to cover useful search terms and thus
negatively affect the performance of Web search: users queries are too short to contain
a sufficient number of useful terms for discriminating amongst ambiguous documents.
For this reason, query suggestion and query expansion techniques are implemented
by Web search engines to extend the original query with new search terms to narrow
the scope of the search. Query suggestion aims to explicitly suggest full queries that
have been previously formulated by users so that query integrity and coherence are
preserved in the suggested queries, while query expansion aims to implicitly expand
the query without suggesting anything to the user. As query classification concerns,
automatic approaches to develop Web taxonomies have been studied and proposed.

2.1.1 Query suggestion

Typical methods for query suggestion exploit query logs and document collections, by
assuming that in the same period of time many users share the same or similar interests
which can be expressed in different ways. In Chuang et al. (2000), the automatic con-
struction of a thesaurus to provide efficient interactive search and/or term suggestion
techniques is proposed. On the basis of the live thesaurus, a front-end search engine
with the capability of automatic term suggestion and meta search is built. The thesaurus
was constructed from query logs of two Taiwanese search engines: the Dreamer2 and
GAIS.3 Different orders of analysis were carried out. The first-order analysis involved
structuring subject taxonomies for building a classification scheme, and categorizing
search terms from the Dreamer’s log into certain subject categories in terms of users’
possible intentions. The second-order analysis included deriving various statistics to
describe users’ information needs and seeking patterns from both the Dreamer and
GAIS logs. The third-order analysis was to realize the limitations of the search term
log analysis and apply the findings to information retrieval research.

In Pu et al. (2002) and Chuang and Chien (2003a), the authors further investi-
gated experimental results and performance evaluation of their classification scheme.
The experimental results demonstrated that the approach is scalable and adaptable

1 http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/keyword-stats.html.
2 http://www.dreamer.com.tw/.
3 http://gais.cs.ccu.edu.tw/.
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when used to categorize query terms into predefined subject taxonomy within the
dynamic Web environment. The approach was designed to combine with the search
process of real-world search engines to extract features from the retrieved highly
ranked search result snippets for each query. A clustering algorithm for generating
a multi-way-tree cluster hierarchy was proposed. The algorithm was a hierarchical
agglomerative clustering algorithm, which generated a binary tree hierarchy at first,
followed by a hierarchical cluster partitioning (Jain et al. 1999).

The use of terminological feedback mechanisms to offer search term suggestions
is another possible solution. Here term suggestions are generated based on user rel-
evance judgements of previously retrieved documents by interactive relevance feed-
back. Several Web search engines have begun offering short lists of search refine-
ment suggestions to encourage the interactive narrowing of query result sets. Anick
(2003) reports on the results of several log-based studies of user interaction with the
AltaVista4 Prisma assisted search tool. In particular, they study the degree and nature
of user uptake of the feature, as well as the conditions and effectiveness of its use
within information seeking sessions based on an analysis of anonymous user activity
logs from the AltaVista search site. Using document clicks as a heuristic measure
of reformulation effectiveness, it was found that feedback-based refinements, when
applied, were as effective at locating relevant documents as the average manual refor-
mulation. Nevertheless, the vast majority of reformulations were still done manually.
This may have been for many reasons, such as users’ habits, impatience with scanning
term lists, lack of knowledge or understanding of the tool, or simply that it is difficult
to capture all the possible refinement needs of a diverse set of users in 12 terms.

In Zhang and Nasraoui (2006, 2008), the authors propose a method for clustering
similar queries by adding up the similarity values for many same query pairs of many
query sessions, and by keeping a query’s most similar queries in the final clusters. They
used Chinese search engine logs5 to evaluate the coverage and the recommendations
that matched the queries of a session. In Zhang and Nasraoui (2008), the authors fur-
ther combine the association or correlation-type information with the textual content
between queries in order to improve coverage and compensate for the sparsity of the
query terms. A soft relation matrix is built to store the relation between consecutive
queries that occur within the same session. Queries that are submitted immediately one
after the other receive a maximal relation value, while this relation value is dampened
for queries that are farther apart from each other during the same search session.

2.1.2 Query expansion

Query expansion involves adding new words and phrases to the existing search terms
to generate an expanded query. The expansion can be computed by finding relation-
ships between query terms and document terms in terms of probabilistic correlations
or association rules. It can also be approached by analyzing the implicit actions that a
user performs during the search.

4 http://www.altavista.com/.
5 http://corp.sina.com.cn/.
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In Cui et al. (2002, 2003), accumulated information on user interactions was
exploited for adapting a search engine to the users. In particular, the authors pre-
sented an approach to find out what queries were used to retrieve what documents of
the Encarta Web site,6 and from that, to extract strong relationships between query
terms and document terms and use them in query expansion. By exploiting correlations
between terms in documents and user queries mined from user logs, the query expan-
sion method can achieve significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness compared
to other query expansion techniques. The central idea of the method is that if a set of
documents is often selected for the same queries, then the terms in these documents
are strongly related to the terms of the queries. Thus some probabilistic correlations
between query terms and document terms can be established based on the query logs,
and these probabilistic correlations can be used for selecting high-quality expansion
terms from documents for new queries. The proposed log-based query expansion
method has three other important properties:

– since the term correlations can be pre-computed offline, the initial retrieval phase
is no longer needed;

– since query logs contain query sessions from different users, the term correlations
can reflect the preference of most users;

– the term correlations may evolve along with the accumulation of user logs. The
query expansion process can reflect updated users interests at a specific time.

Discovering related queries, or related query terms, can also be further used for
query expansion or search optimization. Shi and Yang (2006, 2007) used an improved
association rule mining model to mine related queries from query transactions in query
logs. The model presented an algorithm that: first, segments the user sessions iden-
tified in query logs into query transactions; then it mines association rules of related
queries using an improved association rule mining model. This mining model utilizes
not only the co-occurrences between distinct queries but also the Levenshtein (1966)
distance similarity between them.

Query expansion can also be approached by means of pseudo-relevance feedback
(PRF) algorithms Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999). PRF assumes top-ranked
retrieved information sources are relevant, and takes terms from those sources and
offers them to searchers as query refinement alternatives. PRF algorithms have more
knowledge of term distribution statistics than searchers, can provide recommendations
representative of the current content of highly-ranked sources, and can generate refine-
ments for all queries for which there are search results. White et al. (2007) reports the
results of a comparison of PRF and query log-based refinement (called Query Exten-
sion QE). Knowledge of when the techniques differ and when they are similar is vital
for designing query suggestion algorithms that use multiple sources of evidence; this
is a long-term direction for our continuing research in this area. The study showed that
the source, the amount of feedback and the query type affect the similarity between QE
and PRF. Conceivably, both techniques could be deployed in parallel and refinements
offered based on query classification. For example, the techniques appear interchange-
able for navigational queries, but complementary for informational queries, and PRF

6 http://encarta.msn.com/.
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is better able than QE to serve rare queries. In addition, when QE and PRF were least
similar, queries seemed ambiguous.

A different concept of query expansion can be found in Parikh and Kapur (2006),
where the authors present the problem of the vagueness given by short queries from a
human being point of view: human beings do not naturally think in terms of queries,
but rather in terms of natural concepts. For this reason, the authors propose an algo-
rithm to generate “units” or concepts. Units are generated using an iterative statistical
approach using canonicalized query logs. The unit generation algorithm takes as its
input a consolidated query file, which has distinct queries and their frequencies over a
specific time interval. In the first iteration, all single words in all queries are considered
as units or concepts and their frequencies are stored. One of the important applications
of units is the generation of query refinements. Query refinements are determined from
what are called extensions and associations: an extension of a unit is a larger unit that
contains all the words in the first unit, whereas an association of a unit is another unit
with which the first unit appears often in queries.

Automatic query rewriting can help user web search, by augmenting a users query,
or replacing the query with one likely to retrieve better results (Jones et al. 2006).
One example of query-rewriting is spell-correction which means changing words to
synonyms or other related terms. In this work, the authors show the opportunities
for improving results in the case of the Japanese language which are greater than for
languages with a single character set, since documents may be written in multiple
character sets, and a user may express the same meaning using different character
sets.

2.1.3 Cross-lingual query expansion

Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval deals with the problem of retrieving documents
written in a language different from the one used in the query. There are many appli-
cations on the World-Wide Web that make use of this multilingual approach (Gao
et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2006; Hu et al. 2008). In this context, query suggestion and
expansion is performed between different languages too. The Cross-lingual query
suggestion (CLQS) task is to determine one or several similar queries in the target
language from the query log.

A method of calculating the similarity between source language query and the target
language query was proposed by Gao et al. (2007, 2010). In addition to the transla-
tion information, the method exploited a wide spectrum of bilingual and monolingual
information, such as term co-occurrences, and query logs with click-through data.
A discriminative model is used to learn the cross-lingual query similarity based on a
set of manually translated queries, and the model is trained by optimizing the cross-
lingual similarity to best fit the monolingual similarity between one query and the
translation of the other query. A one-month English query log MSN search engine7

is used as the target language log, and a monolingual query suggestion system was
built based upon it. A sample of French queries were selected randomly from a French

7 http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/newsroom/msn/factsheet/searchanswers.mspx.
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query log, and were manually translated into English by professional French-English
translators. By leveraging additional resources such as parallel corpora, Web mining
and log based monolingual query expansion, the final system was able to cover 42%
of the relevant queries suggested by a CLQS system with precision as high as 79.6%.

Another approach to cross-lingual query similarity is by exploiting different types
of monolingual and bilingual information as a training set for a discriminative learning
algorithm. In Gao et al. (2010), the support vector machine (SVM) regression algo-
rithm (Smola and Schölkopf 2004) is used to learn the cross-lingual term similarity
function. The key to this approach is to learn a cross-lingual query similarity measure
between the original query and the suggestion candidates. A discriminative model to
determine such similarity by exploiting different types of monolingual and bilingual
information.

In Wang et al. (2006) a Web-based approach for dealing with the translation of
unknown query terms for cross-language information retrieval is presented. With
the proposed term extraction and term translation methods, it is feasible to trans-
late unknown terms and construct a bilingual lexicon for key terms extracted from
documents. The authors present an extraction method that is a hybrid of the local
maxima method and the PAT-tree-based method (Wu et al. 2000). First, they construct
a PAT tree data structure for the corpus, in this case, a set of search-result pages are
retrieved using the source term as the query. By utilizing the PAT tree, the association
measurement of every character or word n-gram in the corpus can be efficiently calcu-
lated, and the local maxima algorithm can be applied to determine the most possible
lexical boundaries to extract the terms.

Another view of the problem of CLQS was given by Hu et al. (2008). Millions
of users across the world issue queries to a search engine in various languages daily,
and they formulate queries and click on returned Web pages based on their language
knowledge, which generates a large-scale and cross-lingual click-through data source.
A method to generate query translations based on the analysis of click-through data
was proposed. This method extracts query translation pairs from click-through data
based on two assumptions. The first assumption is that there may exist some naming
convention in URLs which specifies the language information of the corresponding
pages. The second assumption is that the clicked URLs are relevant to the query. This
latter assumption provides the connection between URLs and queries. Based on these
two assumptions, the proposed method consisted of two stages: identifying bilingual
URL pair patterns and mining query translation pairs. They experimented the method
using click-through data collected from a commercial Web search engine for eight
months of only those sessions containing English and Chinese queries.

2.1.4 Query classification

Manually collecting and organizing term vocabularies and thesaurus for Web applica-
tions is neither practical nor cost effective due to problems related to information updat-
ing, time consumption, and scalability, for this reason different automatic approaches
to create Web classifications have been proposed.

In Chuang and Chien (2003b), Huang et al. (2004), and Hung and Chien (2007)
three different automatic approaches of creation of Web taxonomies are presented.
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In Chuang and Chien (2003b), a real-world query term filter for filtering out por-
nography-related terms for Web image search has been successfully developed. The
logs from three different search engines in different time periods were collected and
a two-level subject taxonomy with 14 major categories and 100 subcategories was
constructed to express the popular search subject areas. About 20 thousand of high-
frequency query terms were categorized properly by human experts and used as ground
truth to evaluate the classification algorithm based on the term-frequency/document-
frequency distribution of terms.

A Web-based approach to generate thematic metadata is presented in Huang et al.
(2004). The main point of the proposed approach is to use Web search result snip-
pets as the feature source, and use the structural information inherent in a thematic
hierarchy to train a classifier. The authors developed a technique called Hier-Concept
Query Formation Method which generates effective queries to send to search engines
to acquire a suitable training corpus. A k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (Jain et al. 1999)
was used to cluster results and generate thematic metadata.

In Hung and Chien (2007), the authors proposed an approach that automatically
finds training documents for text classification from the Web, requiring only user-
defined categories and some relevant keywords. The greedy Expectation Maximiza-
tion algorithm, was applied to determine the number of concepts in a category through
clustering. The empirical results showed that the generated keywords were compara-
ble to the keywords extracted from Yahoo!s subcategories in terms of classification
accuracy.

The approach, presented in Chuang et al. (2000) and that has been analysed in
Sect. 2.1.1, can be also considered as a query classification approach, since it supports
query suggestion through the automatic construction of a thesaurus using query logs.

2.2 User behavior and interaction

Log studies can be used not only for helping users to reformulate their information
need, but also for understanding the interaction and the usage of the information access
system. For example, studying the disorientation of users when browsing a Web portal
can be used to improve the structure and the presentation of the portal itself. Many
Web sites have a hierarchical organization of content and the organization chosen by
the Web designer may be quite different from the organization expected by visitors to
the Web site.

2.2.1 Finding and re-finding results

In Srikant and Yang (2001) an algorithm to automatically find pages in a Web site
whose location is different from where visitors expect to find them is proposed.
The idea is that visitors will backtrack if they do not find the information where they
expect it: the point from where they backtrack is the expected location for the page.
This problem presents an important issue: for some Web sites there is a clear separation
between content pages and navigation pages (for example Amazon); product pages
on these Web sites are content pages, and category pages are navigation pages. Other
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Web sites may not have a clear separation between content and navigation pages. For
example, Yahoo! lists Web sites on the internal nodes of its hierarchy, not just on the
leaf nodes. In this case, a time threshold for distinguishing whether or not a page is
a target page should be used. The Web server log of the Wharton Business School,
University of Pennsylvania8 was used to evaluate the proposed algorithm.

If finding information is a challenge, another important problem concerns re-find-
ing information a user already accessed at least once. A study of re-finding behavior
through log analysis trying to glean from the data which queries were intended to
re-find information rather than find new information requires. The work presented
in Teevan et al. (2006) attempted to capture re-finding intent by looking for repeated
clicks on the same search results in response to queries issued by the same user at
different times. Using a log of the queries and result clicks issued by the anonymous
users of 114 Web browsers over a period of 365 days, the authors explored issues of
re-finding by considering all instances of the same query string that occurred within
30 min to be a single query. The result of the study showed that:

– 40% of all observed queries led to a click on a result that was also clicked during
another query session by the same user. The query a person issued was a good
indicator of whether the searcher was going to click on a previously viewed result
or not.

– Approximately 71% of the queries that resulted in repeat clicks involved the same
query string.

– Not all identical queries led to a repeat click, but 87% did. It was significantly less
common for searches with the same query string to result in clicks on different
results.

Following the work on re-finding similar information presented in Teevan et al. (2006),
researchers tried to understand which search engine features help and which negatively
impact the re-finding objective of the users (Teevan et al. 2007; Teevan 2008). Search
engines are constantly attempting to improve results through the discovery of new
resources and the creation of new ranking strategies. Queries where the user makes
the same query and always clicks on one and only one result are assumed to have
a navigational intent. Navigational queries, as defined above, tended to be for spe-
cific corporate Web sites, and were likely part of a daily routine or at least daily life.
By far the largest category of professional queries contained searches for stores or
businesses. While this benefits users who are looking for the best new information,
the rank change of previously viewed search results can adversely impact those users
attempting to re-find. When a previously clicked result changed position, users were
less likely to re-click results. This suggests that changes to result ordering caused
people to re-find less information and view more new information. Changing the rank
of a previously clicked result appears to hinder re-finding, so click predictions should
be used carefully by search engines to customize search results in a manner consistent
with the search habits of the individual users.

In Smyth et al. (2004), Freyne et al. (2004), and Smyth and Balfe (2006), approaches
which rely on query repetition are presented. These approaches are based on the

8 http://www.wharton.upenn.edu/.
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hypotheses that such repetition is accompanied by selection regularity; in other words,
not only do searchers often user similar queries, they tend to select similar results in
response to these queries. These works describe a collaborative approach to Web
search that captures the search histories of communities of related users and reuses
this information to re-rank search results to better reflect community preferences. The
collaborative filtering method exploits a graded mapping between users and items.
This relationship is captured as a hit matrix in which each element Hi, j contains a
value vi, j to indicate that a number of users have found page p j relevant for query qi .

2.2.2 Topic shift

Instead of re-finding the same information, the study of the temporal changes in popu-
larity and uniqueness of topical categories is another important aspect. Understanding
how queries change over time is critical for developing effective, efficient search ser-
vices. Beitzel et al. (2004) put emphasis on changing query stream characteristics over
this longitudinal time aspect of query logs. The work focused on Circadian changes in
popularity and uniqueness of topical categories. A search log consisting of hundreds
of millions of queries from a major commercial search service, the American Online
search engine,9 over a seven day period from December 2003 through January 2004
was examined. The result was that the average number of query repetitions in an hour
does not change significantly on an hourly basis throughout the day. Most queries
appear no more than several times per hour, and these queries consistently account for
a large portion of the total query volume throughout the course of the day. The queries
received during peak hours are more similar to each other than their non-peak hour
counterparts.

In Beitzel et al. (2007a,b), the same authors investigated also the problem of classi-
fying the long tail of the query stream, that is rare queries which are low in individual
frequency but of collectively high volume that are not often matched by categorized
topical lists. Tracking changes in the query stream tail provides insight into whether
rare queries are changing similarly to popular queries. A system for automatic Web
query classification that combines manually classified queries with the perceptron with
margins algorithm (Krauth and Mezard 1987) was proposed.

Repetition and temporal changes can be studied also for cause-effect relation
between queries and sequential patterns of repeated queries. Causal relation is also
referred to as cause-and-effect relation, which is one of the basic relation types in
ontology. If one query change causes another query change within a time period,
we say that there is a causal relation between the two queries. The authors of Sun
et al. (2007) study a new problem of mining causal relations between different queries
based on the time series data extracted from query logs. If a query is submitted much
more often than normally, it usually means that a specific event related to this query
is happening. The dataset used was collected from Microsoft search engine as a daily
aggregation of users submitting frequency for each query, from December 2003 to
August 2005.

9 http://www.aol.com/.
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Learning algorithms can successfully exploit information encoded in temporal pro-
files to improve tasks such precision prediction and query triage (Jones and Diaz 2007).
Since the quality of retrieval results is correlated with the distribution in time of the
documents retrieved, one can identify temporally ambiguous queries as good candi-
dates for disambiguation with a small time series interface. A relevance modeling
(Lavrenko and Croft 2001) solution to this estimation problem was adopted in order
to look at the temporal information each of the top N documents provide and weight
this information according to the documents probability of relevance, P(Q|D), that
is the probability of a query Q given a document D.

2.2.3 Robots instead of humans

Another important aim of Web log researchers is to recognize humans and isolate
automatic crawlers. In fact, a search engine log contains not only individual user
transactions and not all logged users are humans; a client which is an agent rather
than a human should be discarded too. A reliable method for excluding agents is to
only draw on clients who have accepted cookies. However, agents frequently “assume
the mask of a human” and accept cookies. To detect agents the Web analysis uses the
following rule: if a number of requests submitted by a client is greater than a certain
threshold the client is detected as an agent and is excluded. The criterion of agent
detection is only probabilistically reliable.

In Buzikashvili (2006) a uniform method of agent detection, which creates equal
conditions regardless of the observation period, was proposed. The uniform agents
detection is based on the sliding temporal window technique by selecting a sliding
window size, assigning a certain threshold to this window, sliding the window over a
time series of the client transactions, and comparing number of client requests covered
by the window.

Users who issue more than one query per session is an interesting point for studying
human multitasking. During multitasking a user executes tasks, interrupting one and
returning to the interrupted task later. A true multitasking search is rare and cannot be
investigated manually. Buzikashvili (2006) elaborated an automatic procedure of task
session detection which distinguish between sequential execution of several task ses-
sions when the tasks are executed one-by-one and a parallel execution when a searcher
switches between unfinished tasks. Log samples of two search engines, the Russian
Yandex10 (2005, one week’s sample, 175,000 clients) and Excite11 (2001, one day’s
sample, 305,000 clients) were used to test the following hypothesis:

1. How frequent are parallel task sessions?
2. How are temporal sessions distributed over a session width?

The analysis carried out showed that searchers follow the principle of least effort and
select the cheapest tactics in any situation; more than 98% of temporal sessions are
sessions of sequential execution; during multitasking a searcher uses only two tasks,
and finally he frequently executes them in an “enveloped manner”: he interrupts one

10 http://www.yandex.ru/.
11 http://www.excite.com/.
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task session, starts and completes the second task session and returns to the unfinished
task.

2.3 Organization and presentation of results

Helping users to formulate their queries and study the interaction with the system is
as important as studying how relevant documents are presented and organized by the
search engine. The utility of a search engine is affected by multiple factors. One of
the primary factors is the soundness of the underlying retrieval model and ranking
function. These ranking functions may incorporate user feedback stored in the log
data to improve the quality of the results. In this section, we grouped the works in
three categories: re-ranking the list of retrieved documents by means of user feed-
back; using contextual aspects to present the results; studying the type of a query in
order to organize results differently.

2.3.1 Document re-ranking

In Miller et al. (2001), log data are used to incorporate user feedback in the adjacency
matrix of the HITS algorithm (Kleinberg 1999); the authors propose an algorithm
named Usage Weighted Input. This is a modification of the adjacency matrix which
replaces the original matrix with a link matrix. The link matrix weights connections
between nodes (i.e. pages) based on the usage data from Web server logs of traffic on
the Web site, in particular by incrementing the strength of the link from node i to node
j every time is recorded in the log the action “the user travels from i to j”. Study-
ing the transition from one page to another does not give any information about the
relevance of the page itself. Assessing the relevance of a document is a complicated
matter which involves the subjectivity of each individual who poses the query.

The relevance of one or more documents is usually exploited to re-rank or re-orga-
nize results according to user preferences. Relevance feedback can be very effective,
but it relies on users assessing the relevance of documents and indicating to the system
which documents contain relevant information. In real-life Web searches, users may
be unwilling to browse Web pages to gauge their relevance. The alternative is the
so-called implicit feedback, which means the observation of implicit user actions (e.g.
the time spent on a Web page, the actions performed on a page, and so on). In White
et al. (2002, 2005), researchers verify the hypothesis that implicit and explicit feed-
backs are interchangeable as sources of relevance information for relevance feedback.
Through developing a system that utilized each type, they were able to compare the two
approaches from the user perspective and in terms of search effectiveness. An interface
was designed to connect to the Google search engine and offer users a summary of
the documents retrieved for investigating Web search behavior. The implicit system
re-ranks the list when the user moves the mouse over a document title. Through these
means the user no longer has to be concerned with marking a document as relevant,
the system has mined their interaction and made an educated assumption based on
this, under the assumption that viewing a document summary is an indication of user
interest in the contents of the document.
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How to organize and present search results is also a very important factor that can
affect the utility of a search engine significantly. However, when the search results
are diverse, usually due to ambiguity or multiple aspects of a topic, the ranked list
presentation would not be effective; in such a case, it would be better to group the
search results into clusters so that a user can easily navigate into a particularly inter-
esting group. In Wang and Zhai (2007), a proposal for a strategy to partition search
results is presented which imposes a user-oriented partitioning of the search results.
The strategy consists of two steps. The first step involves learning interesting aspects
of similar topics from search logs and then organizing search results based on these
interesting aspects. For example, if the current query has occurred many times in the
search logs, we can look at what kinds of pages are viewed by the users in the results
and what kind of words are used together with such a query. The second step involves
generating more meaningful cluster labels using past query words entered by users.
Assuming that the past search logs can help us learn what specific aspects are interest-
ing to users given the current query topic, it may be expected that those query words
entered by users in the past that are associated with the current query can provide
meaningful descriptions of the distinct aspects. Experiments on MSN search log data
set released by the Microsoft Live Labs in 2006 showed that the proposed log-based
method can consistently outperform cluster-based methods and improve over the rank-
ing baseline, especially when the queries are difficult or the search results are diverse.
Furthermore, the method can generate more meaningful aspect labels than the cluster
labels generated based on search results when we cluster search results.

2.3.2 Studying contextual aspects

Capturing the context of a user’s query from the previous queries and clicks in the same
session may help our understanding of the user’s information need. A context-aware
approach to document re-ranking, query suggestion, and URL recommendation may
improve users’ search experience substantially, since users often raise multiple queries
and conduct multiple rounds of interaction with a search engine for an information
need. The whole search process can be modeled as a sequence of transitions between
states.

Cao et al. (2009) proposed modeling query contexts by a variable length
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for a context-aware search: by letting qt be the current
query, the HMM can re-rank the search results by the posterior probability distribution
P(st |qt , O1...t−1), where st is the current search intent hidden in the user’s mind and
O1...t−1 is the context of qt , which is captured by the past queries q1 . . . qt−1 as well
as the clicks of those queries.

Clicks on a page can also be used as different source of information. For example,
the ImpressionRank of a web page is the number of times users viewed the page while
browsing search results. It captures the visibility of pages and sites in search engines
and is thus an important measure, which is of interest to web site owners, competitors,
market analysts, and end users. In Bar-Yossef and Gurevich (2008, 2009), an algorithm
for estimating the ImpressionRank of a web page is proposed. This algorithm relies
on access to three public data sources: the search engine, the query suggestion service
of the search engine, and the web. In addition, the algorithm is local, uses modest
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resources, and solves a novel variant of the keyword extraction problem: it finds the
most popular search keywords that drive impressions of a page.

Temporal and geographical proximity between users and queries are investigated
in Jones and Diaz (2007) and Jones et al. (2008). Temporal profiles provide a method
for predicting relevant dates for a particular query. Learning algorithms can success-
fully exploit information encoded in these profiles to improve tasks such precision
prediction and query triage. In Jones and Diaz (2007), the authors study the cor-
relation of the quality of retrieval results with the distribution in time of the docu-
ments retrieved. The temporal information each of the top N documents provide and
weight the temporal information according to the documents probability of relevance.
The first documents retrieved are viewed as a proxy for the set of relevant documents,
and weight each by the estimated relevance. By examining aggregated logs of queries
containing place-names, and looking at the distances from IP-location and reformu-
lated query-location, insights into user distance preferences in web search can be
obtained. It is observed that queries are likely to be relatively close to the IP-location
that issued the query. Therefore, the shape of the cumulative distribution for these
distances could be used to inform priors on distances for retrieving documents when
the query does not contain a location.

2.3.3 News, events, people

The type of query a user issues can be used to organize results differently. For exam-
ple, news-related queries can be used for disambiguating user information needs (e.g.
prompting the user with a link to an online news service), as well as for highly effective
online news processing, including news clustering, summarization, and ranking.

The objective of Maslov et al. (2006) is a method for extracting queries related to
recent, ongoing, or upcoming real-life events reflected in the news, or news-related
queries. It aims at extracting queries related to real-life events from a general-purpose
Web search engine log, using relative query frequencies and validating them against
current news feeds. Using the Russian Yandex News service12 they found that news-
related queries have different length distribution compared to general Web queries.
News-related queries are not simply longer: they are very condensed event descriptors,
often tying together important aspects of an event (e.g. location, date, actors, or type
of event). This feature is illustrated by three pairs of sample queries related to three
events, that are: President Putins press conference, Oscar nominees announced, and
computer virus warning.

Together with news-related queries, Named Entity (NE) recognition is another
important research area that concerns search log data. Query logs are a very useful
resource for this task, and present unique advantages over other knowledge resources,
such as knowledge bases created by human labor (for example, Wikipedia) or unana-
lyzed Web data. Most importantly, query logs directly reflect people search interests.
Sekine and Suzuki (2007) focuses on NE categories like people, location, and orga-
nization, because it is well-known that such entities account for a large portion of

12 http://news.yandex.ru/.
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queries. A method for building up ontological knowledge about semantic categories
and their properties using search query logs is presented.

3 Digital library system log analysis

Digital Libraries (DLs) differ from the Web in many ways. Firstly, DL collections are
explicitly organized, managed, described, and preserved by expert librarians, archi-
vists and museum keepers, that is, by the professionals that are knowledgeable of
the specific area of interest of the library collections. In the context of digital library
systems, the term “library” identifies all types of memory institutions. Secondly, Web
sites and Web search engines assume very little about the users, tasks, and data they
deal with. DLs normally have much more knowledge of their users and tasks since
they are built to satisfy the specific needs of interested communities. Lastly, the dig-
ital objects in DL collections tend to be much more structured than the information
presented in the Web. Understanding the information behavior of digital library users
is central to creating useful, and usable, digital libraries. One particularly fruitful
area of research involves studying how users interact with the current library inter-
face.

Present digital library systems are complex software systems, often based on a
service-oriented architecture, able to manage complex and diversified collections of
digital objects. One significant aspect that still relates present systems to the old
ones is that the representation of the content of the digital objects that constitute the
collection of interest is done by professionals. This means that the management of
metadata can be based on the use of authority control rules in describing author, place
names and other relevant catalogue data. A digital library system can exploit authority
data that keep lists of preferred or accepted forms of names and all other relevant
headings. This makes the digital library systems and search engines significantly dif-
ferent. In fact a search engine often becomes a specific component of a digital library
system, when the digital library system faces the management and search of digital
objects by content in the same manner as information retrieval systems and search
engines (Agosti 2008a). In all other types of searches, either the digital library sys-
tem makes use of authority data to respond to final users in a more consistent and
coherent way through a search system that is a sort of a new generation of Online Pub-
lic Access Catalogue (OPAC) system, or the system supports the full content search
with a service that gives the final users the facilities of a search engine. For all the
different categories of users of a digital library system, the quality of services and
documents the digital library supplies are very important. Log data constitute a rel-
evant aspect in the evaluation process of the quality of a digital library system and
of the quality of interoperability of digital library services (Agosti 2008b; Koch et al.
2004).

The following sections analyze important research fields in the area of digital
library systems log analysis: Section 3.1 faces the problem of combining different
sources of log data; Section 3.2 discusses the problem of the logging format for a
digital library system; and Sect. 3.3 presents the research about digital library systems
usage.
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3.1 Combining different streams of log data

The combination of implicitly and explicitly collected data improves understanding
of behavior with respect to the understanding that can be gained by analyzing the
sets of data separately. In particular for digital libraries, where the evaluation of the
different services is difficult if logs are used alone, the combined sets of data provide
the opportunity of reaching insights towards user personalization of digital library
services.

Search query logs or Web logs alone give only a partial view of the stream of
information that users produce. Teevan et al. (2006, 2007) show how to combine two
different streams of data, search query logs and click-streams, in order to analyze
re-finding behavior of a group of users under observation for a period of one year.
Moreover, log analysis can be supported and validated by user studies which are a
valuable method for understanding user behavior in different situations. User studies
require a significant amount of time and effort, so an accurate design of the process
has to be carried out. In general, user studies and logs are used in a separate way, since
they are adopted with different aims in mind. Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005) report
that it seems more scientifically informative to combine logs together with observa-
tion in naturalistic settings. Pharo and Järvelin (2004) suggest systematic use of the
triangulation of different data collection techniques as a general approach in order to
get better knowledge of the Web information search process.

Among all the papers reviewed in this work, only a few explicitly claim the need of
a combination of different sources of evidence: Mahoui and Cunningham (2000) write
that further studies, including interview-based examinations of small groups of users,
are required to complete their work; Anick (2003) needs laboratory tests or question-
naires to answer more complex questions. Koch et al. (2004) found that a thorough log
analysis can provide deeper understanding of the services and they may offer useful
hypotheses for advanced user studies. Only Assadi et al. (2003) presents an approach
which relies on a combination of three methods: user-centric data analysis, online
questionnaires and interviews.

In Kim et al. (2005) an implicit rating is captured from a user activity. Each user
activity has a direction, where: “rating” means the user gives some feedback to the sys-
tem; “perceiving” means the user does not give feedback to the system; and regarding
intention, “implicit” means the user gives feedback implicitly while “explicit” means
feedback is given explicitly. Implicit ratings from 22 students at both the Ph.D. and
Masters level in Computer Science at Virginia Tech were collected. Each subject was
asked to perform searches using 10 queries about their research field and allowed to
browse the search results to find interesting documents. All subjects were required to
register into the system and so provided explicit preferences. The result of the statistical
test showed that implicit ratings are good information for studies on user analysis, per-
sonalization, collaborative filtering, and recommending. The effect of different types
of rating data on the performance of user cluster mining was also tested and it was
found that using proposed terms performs worst, because of the sensitive overlapping
ratio of appearance. This test suggests that users activities of selecting something on
the interface and extracting document topics of returned documents from searches
with a document clustering algorithm represent user characteristics.
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In Grimes et al. (2007), Google researchers present a work which shows that three
different modes of collecting data, the field study, the instrumented user panel and the
raw query log, provide complementary sources of data. The main claim of the authors
is that fully understanding user satisfaction and user intent requires a depth of data
unavailable in search query logs but possible to acquire from other sources of data,
such as one-on-one studies or instrumented panels. The three types of data collection
are defined in the following way:

– Lab studies: In a field or lab study, a researcher or observer watches while a user
performs tasks on the search engine.

– Instrumented panels: A periodic study where users with some form of instrumen-
tation or browser application agree to take part in observation over a short or long
period of time.

– Aggregate query logs: Records stored by a search engine containing both the query
issued by the user and potentially other data about actions such as results clicked
on, other queries issued by that user, or additional metadata.

The query log is the least rich source of data for individual events, but has irreplace-
able information for understanding the scope of resources that a search engine needs
to provide for the user.

In Agosti et al. (2009), the authors present a study about the combination of implic-
itly and explicitly collected data. The proposed method was envisaged during the
study of the Web portal of The European Library (TEL), which provides a vast virtual
collection of material from all disciplines and offers interested visitors simple access
to European cultural heritage in many different languages. The analysis shows that
the combination of different sources improves understanding of behavior with respect
to the understanding that can be gained by analyzing the sets of data separately. In
particular, the combined sets provide the opportunity of reaching insights towards user
personalization of Web searching services, and also make possible results that can be
generalized and applied not only to the users that have participated in the lab study.

3.2 Logging format

Log analysis is a primary source of knowledge about how digital library patrons actu-
ally use DL systems and services and how systems behave while trying to support user
information seeking activities. Log recording and analysis allows evaluation assess-
ment and opens opportunities to improvements and enhanced new services. Indeed,
the benefits of logging are numerous, including improving performance by recording
effective evaluation data, helping in designing and testing of user interfaces, and better
allocation of resources. With this concept in mind, it is also possible to think about
new and different logging formats which reflect how a generic DL system behaves
(Gonçalves et al. 2002b, 2003; Klas et al. 2006).

Digital library logging should offer much richer information and opportunities. For
this reason Gonçalves et al. (2002b) proposes an XML-based standard digital library
log format that captures a rich, detailed set of system and user behavior. The proposed
standard can be implemented in a generic log component tool, which can be plugged
into any digital library system to produce the specified format. A careful analysis of
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common sets of problems with Web and DL logging scheme was raised. A summary
of these problems is:

– Disorganization: system logs are in general poorly organized and structured.
– Complexity of analysis: lack of proper thought in recording the log information

makes log analysis a hard problem.
– Incompleteness: important information that would be necessary for analysis is

often omitted from some logs.
– Incompatibility: each system has its own log format, making it difficult to use the

same tools to analyze logs from different systems for the same kind of study.
– Ambiguity: many log entries and their semantics are not properly and precisely

specified in the log format itself, which could lead to ambiguity in analyzing them.

To be useful, the DL log format has to portray how a generic DL system behaves.
In accordance with the 5S theory for digital libraries (Gonçalves and Fox 2002a), a new
log structure was designed, organized and presented by Gonçalves et al. (2003). The
objective of the work is the standardization of the log with a consequent standardiza-
tion of log processing and analysis. The proposed log has been used in the Computing
and Information Technology Interactive Digital Educational Library13 (CITIDEL).
The primary component of the log analysis tool is the log line parser that sends the
content of each log line to an appropriate module which increments appropriate vari-
ables, populates files that are intermediate aggregate statistics of key log features, and
performs a host of other required actions. The modules that are already developed
track, browse and search requests for each resource, maintain a record of the number
of accesses from each domain, keep statistics on the words used in all the search que-
ries, record the number of hits and logons per day, month, year, etc., and keep track
of the number of times that various tools and CITIDEL provided resources have been
utilized.

Analysis of transaction logs is one evaluation method that has provided DL stake-
holders with substantial input for making managerial decisions and establishing priori-
ties, as well as indicating the need for system enhancements. However, the quantitative
nature of this method is often criticized for its inability to provide in-depth information
about user interactions with the DL being evaluated. The development of a standard-
ized logging scheme would facilitate comparisons across DL evaluation activities and
provide the means for highlighting critical events in user behavior and system perfor-
mance. The logging scheme proposed by Klas et al. (2006) is framed within the DL
evaluation activities of the DELOS Network of Excellence (Fuhr et al. 2007). By using
this scheme, researchers will be able to extract re-usable data from the results of pre-
vious DL evaluations and identify useful benchmarks, allowing for more efficient and
effective design of evaluation studies. The Daffodil14 virtual DL was used as the plat-
form for testing the proposed logging scheme. For searching, exploring and managing
DL objects Daffodil provides information seeking patterns that can be customized by
the user for searching over a federation of heterogeneous digital libraries.

13 http://www.citidel.org/.
14 http://www.daffodil.de/.
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3.3 Digital library usage

Transaction log analysis, which examines information behavior through the search
artifacts automatically recorded when a user interacts with a library search system,
offers an unobtrusive means for finding out what users are doing in a digital library.

3.3.1 Online public access catalogues

Transaction log analysis has been extensively applied to the study of searching behav-
ior in OPACs, in order to provide a descriptive summary of large numbers of user
interactions, and as such it is a valuable research tool for investigating user search
behavior. However, it is difficult to generalize for all users, since at all times the
value of the technique lies in describing a particular system’s user, searching specific
collections.

In Mahoui and Cunningham (2000) and Jones et al. (2000), there is a proposal
for the generalization of results by examining the logs for two digital libraries: the
Computer Science Technical Reports15 (CSTR) collection of the New Zealand Dig-
ital Library and the Computer Science Bibliographics16 (CSBIB) collection. Results
were focused on the analysis of query complexity: in both DLs over 80% of queries
are simple search queries with three or fewer terms. Non-expert users tend to accept
default settings no matter what these settings are.

Although log analysis cannot provide insight into the why of search behavior, the
method presented in Mahoui and Cunningham (2001) and Jones et al. (2000) sup-
ports examination of very large numbers of search sessions and queries, on a scale
that more qualitative studies cannot match. During the period in which the transaction
logs were collected, the collection included more than 290,000 documents. The CSTR
digital library also provides a full text index to computer science research material.
At the time of the usage logging, the CSTR indexed nearly 46,000 technical reports,
harvested from over 300 research institutions. CSBIB documents are primarily bib-
liographic records, rather than full text documents. The CSBIB collection at the time
of the data logging included approximately 1,000,000 references. The first result from
the analysis of these sessions is only about 6% of the total number of sessions started
with a citation/document search query, that is, from the main search page for the digital
library. One possible explanation is that many of these researchers used general pur-
pose search engines to locate research papers more frequently than they used formal
computing subject indexes. A large portion of sessions did not include a search query
(46.69%).

A general study of the uses of a diversified population of remote users of a dig-
ital library is presented in Assadi et al. (2003). Here the population was made up
of university researchers and postgraduate students, as well as high school teach-
ers and students or individuals performing personal research. The study made use
of innovative Internet traffic capture and analysis technologies in order to develop

15 http://www.cnri.reston.va.us/cstr.html.
16 http://www.nzdl.org/gsdl/collect/csbib/import/index.html.
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a user-centered approach. In October 1999 the Association of Research Libraries17

(ARL) initiated a program for research projects on statistics of electronic resources
usage. The library community worked many years on the refinement of the standard
services measurement and assessment guidelines to cover the electronic services. The
proposed combination of approaches includes: transaction-based measures made by
transaction logs, use-based measures on user activities and user satisfaction. After
6 months of traffic capture, a database containing 15,500 Web sessions and almost
1,300,000 Web pages that were visited by the 72 users of the panel was collected.
Digital libraries attract a public who are not necessarily regular users, but who use the
service for specific research purposes: in the interviews and through traffic analysis, it
was found that digital holdings allow rapid and simple access to difficult-to-find refer-
ence documents in the context of specific research. This public seemed quite different
from that of a classical library, and “professional” researchers were, comparatively-
speaking, mostly absent from this group. The majority of the observed population was
over forty, and for them digital libraries were principally a source of information for
personal research.

Renardus18 was a distributed Web-based service which provided integrated search-
ing and browsing access to quality-controlled Web resources from major individual
subject gateway services across Europe (Koch et al. 2004). The Renardus project did
a limited human evaluation of the service because of the high cost of full usability
lab studies. In this work, the authors explored to what degree a thorough log analysis
capturing unsupervised usage could provide valuable insights and working hypotheses
into good usage and usability studies. More than 2.3 million Renardus log entries were
recorded and grouped into user sessions to study behavior log entries. Each entry was
classified into one of eleven different activities offered by Renardus and these activities
were then used to characterize user behavior, via a typology of usages and sequences.
The most interesting finding was the clear dominance of browsing activities (80%).
Possible reasons include the fact that 71% of the users reach browsing pages directly
via search engines and the layout of the home page focuses on browsing. Users tend
to stay in the same group of activities, whether it is browsing, searching or looking for
background information, despite the provision of a full navigation bar on each page
of the service. This work also raised some important points for future investigation
like:

– what influences the different usage levels of browsing versus searching activities?
– to what degree is the actual design of the system influencing user behavior?
– which important changes in design are prompted by the results of such user and

log studies? and
– how can we provide search strategy support and improve the support for systematic

browsing of large subject structures?

17 http://www.arl.org/.
18 http://www.renardus.org/.
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3.3.2 Advanced digital library systems

As for the Web, the new trends of DLS services involve multimedia documents and
mobility. Video retrieval, audio retrieval and online book reading are some of the
recent killer applications of today’s digital library services.

In Hopfgartner et al. (2008) a study about video retrieval interfaces is presented,
in particular simulating users interacting with a facet-based video retrieval interface
by exploiting log files from a user-study. Most interactive video retrieval systems
are benchmarked in laboratory based user experiments. However, to make a robust
measurement, the evaluation must be based on a large user population, which is very
expensive, and a possible alternative of evaluating such systems is the use of simula-
tions. The proposed retrieval model was simple: users enter textual search queries in
each facet and the system returns a list of shots which are represented by a keyframe in
the result list of the facet. After performing the initial user study, researchers analyzed
the resulting log files and extracted user behavior patterns, such as when did users start
a search query and when did they mark results as relevant. In Hopfgartner (2008), the
authors propose to further adapt the retrieval model based on the users interaction with
the retrieval systems interface.

In the text retrieval domain, the approach of interpreting the users action as implicit
indicator of relevance turned out to be an effective method to increase retrieval perfor-
mance. In the video retrieval domain, however, rarely anything is known about which
implicit feedback can be used as implicit indicators of relevance. Community based
implicit feedback mined from the interactions of previous users to aid users in their
search tasks was exploited. Christel et al. (2009) reports an advanced use of transac-
tion logs for aligning the metadata of a digital video library of over 900 h of video
and 18,000 stories from The HistoryMakers.19 The objective was to apply automated
techniques and generate time-aligned metadata for use in accessing video narratives.
The study found that first time sessions were characterized by more text queries with
less precision (larger answer sizes). Return users still spent a majority of their time
playing video, but experimented more with advanced search options and the various
views into video sets. Around 83% of self-described students never moved beyond
the default view, using no optional views. In general, users then spent the majority of
their time selecting video stories from the answer sets and playing them.

Online reading behavior has increasingly become an area of empirical and theoret-
ical exploration by researchers from a wide range of disciplines, such as psychology,
education, literacy studies, information science and computer science. Different dis-
ciplines have diverse ways of probing these questions. For these kinds of studies, it
would be ideal to actually observe individual reading online, since any lab effort to
do so would lose the realism of how people actually use web-based digital libraries.
In Chen et al. (2009), the authors analyze and visualize Web log data by focusing on
book-centered reading behavior with the actual logs from the online digital library of
childrens books, the International Childrens Digital Library (ICDL).20

19 http://www.thehistorymakers.com/.
20 http://en.childrenslibrary.org/.
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4 Verifiability and repeatability of log analysis experiments

Computer science researchers have been building a case for search log access to allow
them to study and analyze new information retrieval algorithms via a common bench-
mark search log, as well as to learn about user information needs and query formulation
approaches. Social scientists could investigate the use of language in queries as well as
discrepancies between user interests as revealed by their queries versus user interests
as revealed by face-to-face surveys. Advertisers could use the logs to understand how
users navigate to their pages, gain a better understanding of their competitors, and
improve keyword advertising campaigns (Korolova et al. 2009).

At the end of May 2009, a TrebleCLEF21 workshop entitled “Query Log Analysis:
From Research to Best Practice” was held at the British Computer Science Offices in
London. The goal of the workshop was to provide a forum in which invited speakers
from multiple disciplines could share and discuss their experiences with query and
server log analysis (Clough and Berendt 2009). The workshop was seen as a starting
point in addressing the wider goals of clarifying current research collating standard-
ized procedures and resources commonly used. One of the main points of discussion
was the availability and use of log data: considerations included how log files should
be made publicly available to researchers, whether log data should be gathered for
specific tasks, whether there is value in general log data, how additional information
can be gathered and correlated with query log data. The current lack of recent and
long-term data makes the verifiability and repeatability of experiments very limited.
In Table 1, we summarized the source of log data of many of the works we reviewed.
It is practically impossible to find two works on the same dataset unless by the same
author, or where at least one of the authors worked for a commercial search engine
company. This is not only a question of the same data source, but also a problem of
using the same period of time for the analysis if the analysis has to be comparable with
other works. The period of the recorded logs for each work (also shown in Table 1)
clearly demonstrates this problem: some works record hours of logging activity, others
days, weeks, and in some cases a year.

In Murray and Teevan (2007), the authors pose a number of unanswered questions
regarding technology and policy. In particular, the problem of capturing informa-
tion about user preferences and needs by public institutions and private companies is
discussed. For example, retailers offer deep discounts to customers who allow their
purchasing habits to be tracked. Meanwhile other institutions like public libraries make
concerted efforts to purge their data caches frequently and to effectively clean away
traces of patron behaviors. Search engines must figure out an appropriate balance
within this space. The recorded search behaviors of individuals can compromise their
identity, and institutions holding such data must be careful what they record and with
whom they share it. However, while the release of logs might prove to be a major
advance in the research field, their release to the broader public would be problematic
from a privacy perspective (Korolova et al. 2009). Users communicate with a search
engine in an uninhibited manner, leaving behind an electronic trail of confidential

21 TrebleCLEF Coordination Action, Web site at the URL: http://www.treble-clef.eu/.
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Table 1 Log data sources and time span of the logged data sets

Data source Time span

Dreamer search engine (Chuang et al. 2000) 3 months in 1998

GAIS search engine (Chuang et al. 2000) 2 weeks in 1999

Computer Science Technical Reports (Mahoui and
Cunningham 2000, 2001)

2 months in 1999

Computer Science Bibliographics (Mahoui and
Cunningham 2000, 2001)

16 months from 1996

Wharton Business School (Srikant and Yang 2001) 6 days

Encarta Web site (Cui et al. 2002) 2 months

National Library of France (Assadi et al. 2003) 6 months

Renardus system (Koch et al. 2004) More than a year

America Online (Beitzel et al. 2004) 7 days in 2003/2004

Yandex (Buzikashvili 2006; Maslov et al. 2006) 1 week in 2005

Excite (Buzikashvili 2006) 1 day 2001

SINA corp. (Zhang and Nasraoui 2006) 1 week/3 months in 2005

Tianwang search engine (Shi and Yang 2006) 4 months in 2003

Yahoo! (Teevan et al. 2006, 2007) 1 year

AOL query log (Carman et al. 2009) 3 months in 2006

Galaxy of Words (Sakai and Nogami 2009) 1 month in 2008

Google search interface (Kamvar et al. 2009) 35 days in 2008

Informedia Digital Video Library (Christel et al. 2009) 234 h of use in 2008

International Childrens Digital Library (Chen et al. 2009) 1 week in 2008

MSN search engine (Gao et al. 2007; White et al. 2007;
Sun et al. 2007; Wang and Zhai 2007; Sekine and
Suzuki 2007; Hu et al. 2008; Cao et al. 2009)

(a wide range of timespans)

thoughts and painfully identifiable information. For example, users search for their
own name or the names of their friends, home address, their health concerns, as well as
names of their family and friends. Users even enter their credit card number and social
security number just to find out what information is present on the web. It would be
irresponsible for a search engine company to release this data without modification.
The open question to date is whether there even exists a way to publish search logs
in an altered fashion that is simultaneously useful and private. Replacing usernames
with random identifiers, as in the case of the AOL data release in 2006, is not sufficient
to guarantee the privacy of innocent citizens.22 The issue of confidentiality protec-
tion from the perspective of privacy preservation is an important matter that requires
attention and it is out of the scope of this overview. We suggest the reader two recent
surveys which delve deeper into the matter (Poblete et al. 2010; Cooper 2008).

A first attempt to release a collection of log data with the aim of verifiability
and repeatability was done within the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum

22 http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/technology/09aol.html.
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Table 2 Log file resources at LogCLEF

Year Origin Size Type

2009 Tumba! 350,000 queries Query log

2009 TEL 1,900,000 records Query and activity log

2010 TEL 760,000 records Query and activity log

2010 TEL 1.5 GB (zipped) Web server log

2010 DBS 5 GB Web server log

2011 TEL 950,000 records Query and activity log

2011 Sogou 730 MB (zipped) Query log

(Agosti et al. 2010) (CLEF)23 in 2009 in a track named LogCLEF.24 Since 2000,
CLEF promotes research in multilingual information access by supporting the devel-
opment of tools for testing, tuning and evaluation of information retrieval systems
operating on European languages in both monolingual and cross-language contexts,
and creating test-suites of reusable data which can be employed by system develop-
ers for benchmarking purpose. LogCLEF is an evaluation initiative for the analysis of
queries and other logged activities used as an expression of user behavior (Mandl et al.
2010; Di Nunzio et al. 2011). Since 2009, the main goal of LogCLEF has been the anal-
ysis and classification of queries in order to understand search behavior in multilingual
contexts and ultimately to improve search systems. Another important long-term aim
of this track is to stimulate research on user behavior in multilingual environments and
promote standard evaluation collections of log data. In the three years of LogCLEF
editions, different data sets have been distributed to the participants: search engine
query and server logs from the Portuguese search engine Tumba!25 and from the
German EduServer26 (Deutscher Bildungsserver: DBS); digital library systems query
and server logs from The European Library27 (TEL); and Web search engine query
logs of the Sogou28 Chinese search engine. Table 2 summarizes the log resources and
the relative sizes.

In each edition of LogCLEF, participants are required to:

– Process the complete logs;
– Make publicly available any resources created based on these logs;
– Find out interesting issues about the user behavior as exhibited in the logs; and
– Submit results in a structured file.

The public distribution of the datasets as well as the results and the exchange of system
components aim at creating of a community in order to advance the state of the art in

23 http://www.clef-campaign.org/.
24 http://www.promise-noe.eu/mining-user-preference.
25 http://www.tumba.pt/(notworking).
26 http://www.eduserver.de/.
27 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/.
28 http://www.sogou.com/.
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this research area. The LogCLEF 2011 Lab presents four different tasks which tackle
some of the issues presented in this work:

– Language identification task: participants are required to recognize the actual lan-
guage of the query submitted (see Sect. 2.1.3).

– Query classification: participants are required to annotate each query with a label
which represents a category of interest (see Sect. 2.1.4).

– Success of a query: participants are required to study the trend of the success of
a search. The success can be defined in terms of time spent on a page, number
of clicked items, actions performed during the browsing of the result list (see
Sect. 2.3.2).

– Query re-finding, when a user clicks an item following a search, and then later
clicks on the same item via another search; Query refinement, when a user starts
with a query and then the following queries in the same session are a generaliza-
tion/specification/shift of the original one (see Sects. 2.2.1, 2.2.2).

5 Future trends in log analysis research

The more recent research on log analysis clearly reflects the new trends of the new
technologies and applications such as social networks, mobile devices and search
advertisement.

Social bookmarking systems like Delicious29 and Bibsonomy30 offer a rich source
of information about popular Web pages and research articles. In these systems, users
annotate resources with a small set of unstructured terms called tags that they choose
from an unlimited vocabulary. Despite this freedom users generally choose to annotate
Web pages with common terms from natural language that best describe the content,
purpose or functionality of the Web site. Popular tags for a resource over a population
of users can then be assumed representative of the consensus opinion. In Carman et al.
(2009) the authors investigate the similarity between query logs and tag data from
the perspective of the terms used to search for and annotate individual resources. The
problem is whether the tags that people use to annotate resources are the same or
similar to those used to search for resources. This question is critical for determining
if and how social bookmarking data can be used to improve Web search. The study
made use of the AOL query log, over a period of 3 months from March to May, 2006.
A large amount of overlap was observed and demonstrated that query and tag vocab-
ularies are indeed very similar. Future work in this context could be the analysis of
the correlation between tag distribution or query distribution, and the content of the
selected document.

Serendipitous search is a new research area which studies how users consider
relevant information which was not part of the initial information need (Sakai and
Nogami 2009). In 2008, a click-oriented Japanese search engine called Galaxies of
Words31 was released. This search engine utilizes the link structures of Wikipedia for

29 http://delicious.com/.
30 http://www.bibsonomy.org/.
31 http://kotochu.fresheye.com/.
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encouraging the user to change his information need and to perform repeated, ser-
endipitous, exploratory searches. The aim of this search engine is to provide users
with a lot of useful information that may not be relevant to their initial information
need. The objective of the work was to analyze the query log for the entire month of
October 2008 of Galaxies of Words to see how users move from one query to the next.
The result of the analysis showed that users tend to make transitions within the same
query type: from person names to person names, from place names to place names,
and so on.

Search engine advertisers create an advertisement by providing a Web search engine
the title, the description, and the URL of the advertisement to be displayed together
with a set of keywords to bid for the advertisement. These keywords are usually related
to the product or service the advertiser wishes to promote. Precisely identifying the
keywords which can introduce high user interests and traffic is a hard task. Moreover
top advertisers would be more interested in gaining advantage over the competitors
and boost their own advertisements (Wang et al. 2009). In general search engines, if
a query q leads users to two different advertiser Web sites wa and wb, then wa and
wb are in competition with each other on query q. Thus, the search click-through
data, which is the log data generated by the Web search engine, is a good resource for
discovering the competitive relations.

As more mobile devices support rich access to the Web, we need to understand if
and how user information needs and search patterns vary from each device. The study
presented in Kamvar et al. (2009) compares user search behavior on three different
types of devices: the computer, the iPhone and the conventional mobile phone. The
objectives are: firstly, to provide a direct comparison of user search patterns on multiple
search mediums; and secondly, to present an extensive and controlled comparison of
user search patterns rather than the aggregate analyses of search queries presented in
prior studies. The analysis was carried out on search patterns on three different Google
search interfaces, during a month-long period in 2008. The main findings were: query
length is very similar between computer and iPhone searches, but it is significantly
shorter for mobile phone searches; the distribution of query categories was simi-
lar between iPhone and computer searches. Users search for local content within an
application that can provide a richer experience (such as the iPhone maps application)
if it is available. In the absence of a dedicated maps application on mobile phones, we
see an increase in queries for local information, relative to computer-based searches.
On a per search session basis, computer users had the greatest number of queries per
session, followed by iPhone, and then conventional mobile phones. This may be indic-
ative of the nature of the information needs exhibited by users on different devices (e.g.
users may be more likely to search for quick factual information on mobile phones).
For conventional mobile phone users, the difficulty of text entry may also discourage
them from issuing more queries. Users on mobile phones may be more likely to browse
multiple results in place of issuing query refinement. The biggest difference discov-
ered between computer and iPhone users was that frequent computer-based searchers
had a much higher rate of return than frequent iPhone or mobile phone searchers.

In Subasic and Berendt (2010), the authors present a new problem in the area of
temporal text mining: the tracking of story evolution. A Web user who misses several
days or who wants to gain an overview of major events and developments in a story
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that lies in the past, is today faced with a situation that easily becomes unmanage-
able given the number of results returned by search engines. The same problem arises
in other areas with high publication intensity and readers who aim to gain, refresh
and/or extend overviews of topical developments—scholarly publications are a prime
example. Regardless of the domain, users have two main goals when dealing with
such corpora: story understanding and story search. The authors discuss the prob-
lem named ETP3 (Evolutionary Theme Pattern discovery, summary and exploration)
which consists of: identifying topical sub-structure in a set of documents constrained
by being about a common topic, showing how these substructures emerge, change, and
disappear (and maybe re-appear) over time, and giving users intuitive interfaces for
interactively exploring the topic landscape and at the same time the underlying docu-
ments. The STORIES algorithm presented in the paper is mainly based on frequencies
of the co-occurrences of all pairs of content-bearing terms.

Map search engines, such as Google Maps,32 Yahoo! Maps,33 and Microsoft Live
Maps,34 allow users to explicitly specify a target geographic location, either in key-
words or on the map, and to search businesses, people, and other information of that
location. In Xiao et al. (2010), the authors analyze the kind of interaction with these
maps and identify the following issues: map search users write shorter queries and
modify queries more often in a session than general and mobile search users; map
search users view fewer result pages than mobile search users; a small number of que-
ries, target cities and user cities, have high search frequencies; the popular query topics
in map search are different from those in general search; the popularity of target states
and user states are positively correlated to the populations of states. The analysis of
the distance between the query and the locations are computed by means of the nearest
neighbor searching algorithm, in particular the Approximate Nearest Neighbor algo-
rithm (Arya et al. 2009). One interesting finding is that 33.3% of queries have a target
location within 50 km from the user location. Another finding is that the distribution
of a query over target locations seems to follow the geographic location of the queried
entity. For entities that are located in only a few places, for example, Disneyland, their
query distributions over target locations are highly skewed. In addition, popular target
cities differ in the set of hot queries.

6 Conclusions

The last 10 years of log analysis have raised important points of discussions and have
indicated many interesting lines of research. Research in this area can be divided in
two main categories: the analysis of Web search engine logs, and the analysis of Dig-
ital Library Systems logs. In the first case, research focuses on aspects regarding the
charaterization of the user information need in terms of how the user formulates his
request to the search engine, how the user interacts with the search engine and how
the search engine organizes the results. In the second case, gaining understanding of

32 http://maps.google.com/.
33 http://maps.yahoo.com/.
34 http://www.bing.com/maps/.
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the behavior of digital library users is central to creating useful, and usable, digital
libraries. The study of the usage, the logging format and the advanced services of a
digital library are fruitful areas of research.

Log data alone give only a partial view of the usage of the system and the behav-
ior of the user. Fully understanding user satisfaction and user intent requires a depth
of data unavailable in search query logs but possible to acquire from other sources
of data, such as one-on-one studies or instrumented panels. It is more scientifically
informative to combine logs together with observation in naturalistic settings, and to
use the triangulation of different data collection techniques as a general approach in
order to get better knowledge of the Web information search process.

The current lack of recent and long-term data makes the verifiability and repeatabil-
ity of experiments very limited. There is still a lot of work to do on the availability and
use of log data: how log files should be made publicly available to researchers, whether
log data should be gathered for specific tasks, whether there is value in general log
data, how additional information can be gathered and correlated with query log data.
A first attempt in this direction has been made since 2009 under the Cross-Language
Evaluation Forum in a track named LogCLEF which aims to stimulate research on user
behavior in multilingual environments and promote standard evaluation collections of
log data.

The new trends of log analysis research focus on new technologies and applications
such as social networks, mobile devices and search advertisement. Social bookmark-
ing systems offer a rich source of information as well as encyclopedic information like
Wikipedia. This short-term way of tagging and judging documents can be studied to
understand how users changes their information need. This change is very important,
for example, for search engine advertisers and to create personalized advertisements
through Web search engines. Mobile devices are giving new possibilities to research-
ers to study how the user interacts with the new technology and how they issue queries
according to their geographical position. Advanced multimedia services for mobile
devices such as video retrieval, audio retrieval, online book reading are some of the
recent killer applications of today’s digital library services. For this reason, we need
to understand if and how users information needs and search patterns vary from each
device.
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